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Abstract

Due to the growing greenhouse effect, reducing greenhouse gas emissions
is becoming increasingly important. Electric Vehicles (EVs), thanks to their
lower carbon footprint, therefore are seen as the mainstream transportation
of the future. However, single charging mode cannot accommodate a large
number of parallel EV charging requests with limited charging infrastruc-
tures. To guarantee the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the charging service,
this paper proposes a hybrid charging management scheme, by facilitating
stable and fast charging from plug-in charging and flexible charging from V2V
charging. Here, an optimization objective, charging cost is introduced as an
optimization indicator. It considers charging price, charging waiting time
and charging energy, to jointly optimize EV charging in price-time-energy
dimensions. Each influencing factor is assigned a value through the Ana-
lytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to identify its importance for EV charging.
Meanwhile, due to the high mobility of EVs, charging reservation (including
arrival time, required energy) is introduced, to optimize the charging selec-
tion with accurate information. Simulation results based on the Helsinki
road topology show that the proposed scheme flexibly utilizes both charging
modes and guarantees QoE for EV charging, in terms of increasing average
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charging energy and reducing charging price and charging waiting time.

Keywords: Electric Vehicle, Hybrid Charging, EV Charging Optimization,
Charging Cost.
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1. Introduction

Technological changes in the field of transportation and energy are trans-
forming people’s daily mobility. In recent years, Electric Vehicles (EVs)
are becoming increasingly popular. As the main source energy for EVs is
electricity, EVs ensure lower pollution emissions and effectively mitigate the
increased greenhouse effect. Due to the limited capacity of battery, EVs need
to be charged frequently to replenish their driving range. However, the con-
venience of EV charging is limited by charging technology and deployment of
Charging Stations (CSs). Both problems lead to charging service congestion
due to service ability exhaustion of charging infrastructures, which degrades
the travel experience of EV drivers and also delays the large-scale adoption
of EVs.

Most of literature focuses on EV charging optimization under Grid-to-
Vehicle (G2V) mode, where EVs are parked at CSs equipped with charging
slots to provide parallel charging services. Here, the plug-in charging mode is
widely applied, including in public transportation and most private travelling
services. Optimization under plug-in charging mode focuses on charging
scheduling [1] (EVs been parked at CSs) and CS-Selection [2] (EVs on-the-
move), corresponding to “when-to-charge” in the time domain and “where-
to-charge” in the spatial domain respectively. Nevertheless, limited by rigid
location and under-deployed density of CSs, the plug-in charging mode can
not provide time-spatial flexibility. In addition, the plug-in charging mode
also faces the problem of rigid CS deployment and high CS operation cost in
price domain [3].

With the development of battery technology, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
charging mode has been proposed as an alternative [4]. It allows energy
transfer from an EV with energy supply, to an EV with energy requirements.
Here, Parking Lots (PLs) are repurposed as places for V2V charging by
deploying DC-DC converters, to escape from the rigid deployment of CSs
[5]. Through the converters available at PLs, EVs as energy Providers (EV-
P) transfer surplus energy to EVs as energy Consumers (EV-C) in the form of
Vehicle-to-Vehicle charging Pair (V2V-Pair). Here, the V2V charging mode
acts as an auxiliary mode to the plug-in charging mode, which balances the
load of grid, and reduces charging congestion for EVs during peak charging
hours. The fundamental optimization objective under the V2V charging
mode are V2V-Pair matching (maximizes charging utility) and PL-Selection
(minimize charging waiting time). Nevertheless, the V2V charging mode
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suffers from challenges including long charging time (low charging power via
converters [6]), high transmission energy loss [7] and uncertain energy supply
[8].

The shortcomings of plug-in and V2V charging modes limit further user
Quality of Experience (QoE) enhancements. Thus, a hybrid charging man-
agement is proposed to flexibly utilise the advantages of both charging modes
[9]. However, above two charging modes differ in their application scenarios.
The plug-in charging mode is used for deterministic charging as the charging
place is fixed and public, while V2V charging is used for opportunistic charg-
ing as the charging place is flexible and uncertain [10, 11]. It is crucial to
figure out how to combine the advantages of V2V charging (high flexibility)
and plug-in charging (high stability). Although the plug-in charging is stable
and fast [12], the deployment of CS is costly and rigid in location, this still
leads to higher electricity price and longer charging waiting time. The V2V
charging mode is flexible in terms of location [13], however with limitation
in slow charging power and uncertain energy supply from EV-Ps.

With vision to integrate both charging modes into sustainable eco-system
for future smart city, we propose a hybrid charging management in this paper.
The proposed management recommends the most suitable charging mode
(CS/PL-Selection) with aim to minimize charging cost for EV. The charging
cost is calculated with consideration of charging price, charging waiting time
(time spent from arrival at CS/PL to the start of charging service) and
charging energy factors. Our contributions are as follows. Technically:

1. Hybrid plug-in & V2V charging management framework: In previous
works, EV charging optimization has been solely considered under a sin-
gle charging mode (those [13, 14] under V2V charging and that [15] un-
der plug-in charging). Although, some literature applied V2V charging
as a replacing of grid when the grid stops supplying energy ([8, 16, 17]).
We propose a hybrid charging management in this paper, which allows
EV charging via two different charging modes. This framework alle-
viates charging congestion and flexibly utilizes heterogeneous charging
infrastructures across city.

2. Collaborative optimization in price-time-energy dimensions: In this pa-
per, we propose a charging cost optimization function, which is jointly
calculated by expected charging price, charging waiting time and charg-
ing energy (price-time-energy dimensions). Here, the weights of each
dimension are innovatively assigned based on the Analytic Hierarchy
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Process (AHP). By selecting the charging service with the lowest charg-
ing cost, EV charging can be optimized across above three dimensions.

3. Hybrid real-time recommendation system: Unlike previous literature
that utilized offline data (historical price data [6], fixed energy require-
ment [18]), real-time data is considered in this paper. Real-time data
better represents complexities of the real-world conditions, but changes
in real-time data are more difficult to predict. We therefore introduce
charging reservation, including EV arrival time and expected charging
energy, to effectively alleviate this problem and improve the charging
recommendation by accurate information.

In Section II we provide a brief review on related works, followed by Sec-
tion III in which the preliminary is elucidated. In SectionIV we present the
proposed hybrid charging management framework. Followed by performance
evaluation in V, we conclude our work in section VI.

2. Related Work

Previous literature on EV charging optimization focuses on single charg-
ing mode. With the maturity of V2V technology, research emerged in recent
years takes the V2V charging as an alternative.

2.1. Plug-in Charging Mode

Charging EVs via statically deployed CSs is a dominant service mode [19].
However, as the number of EVs continues to grow, the promotion of plug-
in charging mode is limited by land use and deployment location, charging
power and operation cost [15]. It leads to charging service congestion when
there are large number of concurrent charging requests, e.g., during charging
peak hours.

Plenty of literature focus on how to maximize the utilization of CSs charg-
ing infrastructures. To stabilise the balance of charging services, the work
in [20] allocates EV charging to CSs within a low demand period. To max-
imize the charging services rate within limited time constraints, the charg-
ing scheduling is formulated as a deadline (parking duration) constrained
causal problem in the work [21]. Furthermore, the work in [22] proposes a
preemptive charging strategy to improve the charging service provided for
heterogeneous EVs.
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However, above works are more concerned with perspective of service
operators, which is against the EV driver’s perspective (e.g., minimizing
charging waiting time and price).

• Numerous literature works on minimizing charging waiting time. The
work in [23] proves that, compared with selecting CS with the minimum
distance, selecting CS with the minimum charging waiting time allows
more EVs to receive charging service. Considering the mobility of EVs,
the work in [24] proposes an optimization approach based on distributed
decision. Here, the optimal CS-Selection is calculated by a heuristic
algorithm, which effectively reduces charging waiting time.

• Influenced by price factors, the work in [25] considers EV charging pri-
orities and charging price preferences of EV drivers, which results in
a minimized total charging price. Meanwhile, the work in [26] mini-
mizes charging price, by adjusting the price relating to charging service
congestion level during different periods. Considering the continuous
arrival of EVs, the work in [27] utilizes an online algorithm to rec-
ommend a CS-price pair for EV charging. Furthermore, the work in
[28] optimizes charging management with a price flexibility strategy,
by classifying EVs into charging categories via driving characteristics
and charging requirements.

Nevertheless, above works lack consideration of unpredictable demand of
charging services. A real-time charging scheme is proposed in [29], where EVs
are coordinated through a demand response scheme. Unlike the work in [29],
a charging intention detection is applied to detect charging demand in [30].
It is based on the historical CS preferences and real-time location of EVs.
Considering the coincidence factor of charging demand for EVs, the influence
of coincidence on EV charging is reduced based on model parameters in [31].
In [32], the reservation approach is introduced to reduce the impact of EV
charging uncertainty under highway environments. The work in [33] further
optimizes charging reservation in urban environments to minimize charging
waiting time and maximizes charged EVs.

2.2. V2V Charging Mode

In recent years, the direct energy transfer among EVs has been proposed
as an alternative to charging congestion [34]. The advantage of V2V charging
mode is that it efficiently dispatches energy in the network using EVs as
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mobile charging resources [35]. However, the charging time under V2V mode
is much longer due to slow charging power applied. This is mainly because
that the battery lifetime is concerned given a peer-to-peer charging service,
different from the business mode under plug-in charging [36].

Considering that EVs are on-the-move and that EV charging requests
vary in the time domain, numerous literature mainly optimizes the dynamic
matching of V2V-Pairs. The work in [37] models the V2V-Pair matching via
a bipartite graph to maximize the number of EVs to be fully charged. Mean-
while, the work in [13] proposes a KM-based V2V-Pair matching method
to reduce the travelling time and energy consumption. Nevertheless, above
works do not guarantee V2V-Pair matching for EV-Cs. To solve this, the
marriage algorithm is considered in [11], to maximize the EV charging util-
ity (reduces distance and price cost). To maximize the number of V2V-Pairs
matched and relieve pressure on the grid, the work in [38] encourages V2V
with an incentive manner, based on a maximum weighted bipartite stable
matching approach.

For EVs on-the-move, the selection of location for energy transfer (PL-
Selection) is also crucial. Balanced charging services allocation at PLs would
maximize charging infrastructures utilization and reduce charging waiting
time. The work in [13] proposes a method that applies integrated mobile
edge computing servers, to process the selection of movement path and PL.

Under the plug-in charging mode, charging price at CSs is influenced by
the grid supply [39]. However, under the V2V charging mode, the price factor
is complex as EV-Ps are also taken into account (EV-Ps’ revenue in energy
transfer). Here, price under V2V charging is volatile as location and residual
energy of EV-Ps both influence EV-Ps willingness to provide energy. The
work in [9] proposes a solution via an oligopolistic game. Here, it finds the
equilibrium that maximizes the revenue of EV-Ps and minimizes the cost of
EV-Cs. The work in [40] considers a buyer’s market. Here, the revenue of
EV-Ps is maximized by finding the extreme value point via a bidding model
with Lagrange multipliers.

3. Preliminary

3.1. Assumption

In this paper, we consider a hybrid framework between the plug-in charg-
ing and V2V charging modes, aiming to take advantages of both modes under
a holistic manner. In this framework, Global Controller (GC), CSs/PLs and
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EVs are equipped with wireless communication modules so that they can
communicate charging information over the cellular network. To protect the
privacy of EVs, encrypted communication is applied between EVs and GC.

Table 1. List of Notations

ωγ Charging price coefficient

ωε Charging waiting time coefficient

ωλ Charging energy coefficient

P cha CS charging power at slot / V2V charging power via converters

Econev Electric energy consumed per meter

Emaxev Full volume of EV battery

Ecurev Current volume of EV battery

Ereqev Required charging volume of EV battery

Echaev Actual charging volume of EV battery

Etraev EV’s energy consumption in travelling to CS/PL

Tarrφ EV’s arrival time at CS / V2V-Pair’s arrival time at PL

Tcur Current time in the network

T chaφ EV’s charging time at CS / V2V-Pair’s charging time at PL

Twaitφ EV/V2V-Pair’s waiting time at CS/PL before it been charged

T finφ Charging finish time of EV / V2V-Pair

DISevev Distance between two EVs (an EV-C and another EV-P)

LIST List includes available charging time for slots at CS / converters at PL

NC Queue of EVs under CS charging at CS / V2V charging at PL

NW Queue of EVs waiting for CS charging at CS / V2V charging at PL

NR Queue of EVs sending reservation to CS/PL

Nev
P Queue of EV-Ps

NPL Queue of PLs providing V2V charging

NCS Queue of CSs providing CS plug-in charging

Nslot Number of charging slots at CS / Number of V2V converters at PL

Dev Parking duration of EV

Sev Speed of EV

CostΦev Charging cost for EV / V2V-Pair to be charged at CS / PL

Note: Φ and φ differs under plug-in/V2V charging modes, which is replaced by CS/PL or EV/V2V-Pair respectively.

3.2. Problem Formulation

Charging service quality is reflected into multiple dimensions. To pro-
pose a effective hybrid charging management, a comprehensive consideration
of factors under different dimensions is required. Our proposed hybrid charg-
ing management aims to: 1) minimize the unit price of energy for charging
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services. 2) minimize the charging waiting time. 3) maximize charging energy
per service. To formulate above objectives, we have follow sub-questions:

1. Minimize Charging Price: EV wants to be charged at providers with
lower energy price, the total charging price for EVs is defined as R.
The optimization objective is as follow:

Minimize R =
∑
l∈L

∑
sl∈Sl

Psl × Echasl
(1)

Here, L is the list of all EVs in the network. Considering that each
EV may receive charging service for several times, each EV is with a
charging service list Sl. The price of each charging service (sl ∈ Sl) is
calculated as the unit price of energy (Psl) multiplied by the amount
of energy it charged (Echa

sl
).

2. Minimize Charging Waiting Time: EV requires a reduced charging
waiting time to shorten time spent at a CS/PL, the total charging
waiting time for EVs is defined as W . The optimization objective is as
follow:

Minimize W =
∑
l∈L

∑
sl∈Sl

Twaitsl
(2)

Here, Twaitsl
represents the waiting time of an EV charging service.

3. Maximize Charging Energy: Considering the practical situation of lim-
itations parking duration, EV aims to receive more charging energy,
thus avoids frequent charging in the subsequent travelling. Here, the
ratio of overall EVs’ received charging energy is defined as Ω, the opti-
mization objective is given as:

Maximize Ω =
∑
l∈L

∑
sl∈Sl

Echasl

Ereqsl

(3)

EVs want to maximize the ratio of actual charging energy (Echa
sl

) to
the energy required (Ereq

sl
).

Considering there exist repulsion, a charging cost (CostΦev) is proposed to
balance each factor, which is given as follow:

CostΦev = ωγ ∗
Plocal
Pmax

+ ωε ∗
Twaitφ

Dev
− ωλ ∗ ζ ∗

Echaev

Ereqev
(4)

Here, CostΦev optimizes charging QoE in a joint consideration of three factors:
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• Charging Price Factor: (ωγ ∗ PlocalPmax
) calculates the price factor. Plocal

Pmax
represents the ratio of the local energy price at a CS/PL (Plocal) to
the maximum energy price in the network (Pmax). ωγ represents the
charging price coefficient. A lower charging price means that a CS/PL
has a more significant advantage in terms of price.

• Charging Waiting Time Factor: (ωε ∗
Twaitφ

Dev
) calculates the charging

waiting time factor. ωε represents charging waiting time coefficient,
Twaitφ

Dev
calculates the ratio of charging waiting time (Twaitφ ) to the EVr’s

parking duration (Dev). In case CS/PL is highly congested, this value
may be greater than 1.

• Charging Energy Factor: (ωλ ∗ ζ ∗ Echaev

Ereqev
) calculates the charging

energy factor. ωλ represents charging energy coefficient. ζ indicates
the rate of energy transfer through the converter (energy is lost during
the transfer), which differs between V2V and plug-in charging modes.
ζ is set as 86% under V2V charging mode [8] and 95% under plug-in
charging mode. A higher charging energy factor means that EVs have
a higher probability of receiving a fully charging service.

The calculation of CostΦev is influenced by the predefined coefficients of ωγ,
ωε and ωλ. The primary objective for EV charging is to replenish the driving
range of EVs, therefore, ωλ is weighted as the most important. The impact
of energy price is weighted higher than the charging waiting time, provided
that the charging service is guaranteed [41]. Based on the AHP [42], ωγ,
ωε and ωλ are then defined as 0.2970, 0.1634 and 0.5396 respectively, thus
CostΦev is normalized as:

CostΦev = 0.2970 ∗ Plocal
Pmax

+ 0.1634 ∗
Twaitφ

Dev
− 0.5396 ∗ ζ ∗ E

cha
ev

Ereqev
(5)

4. Hybrid Charging Management Framework

Fig.1 demonstrates the framework of proposed hybrid charging manage-
ment. Once the SOC of an EV-C falls below the preset threshold, it sends a
charging request to the GC, the hybrid management is as follow:

• V2V Charging Mode: It contains V2V-Pair matching process and
V2V charging process. The GC is responsible for V2V-Pair matching
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Plug-in Charging Mode

Plug-in Charging Process

 (Algorithm 4)

V2V Charging Mode

Global Hybrid Charging 

Decision (Algorithm 5)

V2V-Pair Matching (Algorithm 1)

V2V Charging Process

V2V Local Occupation Status 

& Waiting Queue (Algorithm 2)

Reservation Queue (Algorithm 3)

Plug-in Charging 

Recommendation

Local Charging Status 

EV-Cs Waiting Queue

Reservation Queue 

EV-C Charging Request

Charging Reservation

V2V Charging 

Recommendation

Fig. 1. Hybrid Charging Management Framework

by referring EVs’ current location (Algorithm 1). In the V2V charging
process, PL schedules its charging queue, including the current occu-
pancy queue (V2V-Pairs under charging), the subsequent queue for
V2V-Pairs waiting and reservation queue for V2V-Pairs that have sent
charging reservations. The V2V charging cost at a PL is calculated at
Algorithms 2 and 3.

• Plug-in Charging Mode: It contains a CS charging process. CS
schedules the charging order of EV-Cs, which includes the current
charging queue of EV-Cs, the waiting queue and the reservation queue
of EV-Cs. Subsequently, the EV-C’s charging cost at the CS can be
calculated (Algorithm 4).

• Global Hybrid Charging Decision: The charging cost at overall
CSs/PLs are aggregated to the GC for global decision making (Al-
gorithm 5). This decision is then sent to the EV-C. Once the EV-C
confirms the charging reservation, the information in hybrid charging
management system is updated. It should be noted that charging reser-
vation in this article is not a mandatory reservation, CSs/PLs do not
reserve resources for subsequent EV-Cs. It is simply a resilient pre-
diction mechanism, which allows the GC to be aware of the charging
availability of different CS/PLs at a given point in time, e.g. the num-
ber of arrival EV-Cs, their estimated charging time. This helps the
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GC avoid allocating charging services to CSs/PLs with high Charging
Cost.

EV-CPL

3

V2V-Pair 

Matching

GC

2

1

EV-C Sends 

Charging Request

GC Replies with 

Decision
5

GC Collects 

EV-P’s Status

PL’s Local 

Status 

Monitoring

EV-P

5

SOC Check

Global CS/PL 

Selection

CS/PL Selection

Confirmation

CS/PL Selection

Confirmation

6
EV-C Confirms and

 Sends Reservation

Cellular Network

Communication

Cellular Network

Communication

4
GC Replies with 

Matching Result

CS

1
CS’s Local 

Status 

Monitoring

5
5

GC Replies 

to PLGC Replies 

to CS

Fig. 2. Time Sequence for the Hybrid Charging Management

To provide a visual representation of the system procedures, the time
sequence of hybrid charging system is illustrated in Fig.2:

Step 1: The GC monitors PLs and CSs to obtain their current status.
Step 2: Once the SOC of EV-C falls below the preset threshold, it sends

a charging request to the GC.
Steps 3-4: The GC collects EV-Ps status and replies the V2V-Pair

matching result to EVs.
Step 5: The GC traverses all CSs/PLs to obtain the globally optimal

decision (CS/PL with the lowest charging cost) between two charging modes
and send the decision to the EV-C and CSs/PLs for confirmation.

Step 6: The EV-C confirms the charging decision (CS/PL-Selection) and
replies charging reservation to the GC.

4.1. V2V Charging Mode
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Receive charging request from EVr
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Calculate        at each PL
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LIST 

      

(             )
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in        (              )       

            o
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Replace LIST.get(0) with            of 

each EVi in  

       

  

           

Sort LIST and remove 

sorted EVs from     

YES

Calculate        of EVr  to 

charge at this PL via Eq.(4) 
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      Sort LIST and          in ascending 
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       YES

Replace LIST.get(0) with       of 

each EVj in   

      

Sort LIST and remove 

sorted EVs from     

NO

Is there reserved 

EVj in        (       )              
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Lines 16-21 in 

Algorithm 2

Lines 1-16 in 

Algorithm 3

Lines 23-35 in Algorithm 2 

or Line 17 in Algorithm 3

Lines 2-14 in 

Algorithm 2

(b) Algorithms 2 and 3

Fig. 3. Flowcharts of algorithms. (a) Algorithm 1. (b) Algorithms 2 and 3.

Algorithm 1 Pair Matching Algorithm

1: for (p = 1; p ≤ Nev
P ; p+ +) do

2: if (EV-Pp has not been matched) then

3: calculate DIS
ev−p(p)
ev(r)

4: end if
5: end for
6: EV-Pp ← arg min(DIS

ev−p(p)
ev(r) )

7: return EV-Pp
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Flowchart in Fig.3(a) demonstrates V2V-Pair matching process in Al-
gorithm 1. When EV-C (EVr) sends charging request to the GC, the GC
matches the most suitable EV-P (with the minimized energy cost on-the-
move) as the V2V-Pair of EVr. Flowchart in Fig.3(b) demonstrates that all
PLs are traversed in the charging network to obtain the V2V charging cost
at each PL.

4.1.1. V2V-Pair Matching

In the Algorithm 1, the GC communicates with EV-Ps to aggregate their
locations. The GC confirms whether an EV-P (EV-Pp) has been matched
with other EV-C (line 2). If not, EV-Pp is considered with service availability,
then the distance between EVr and EV-Pp is calculated at line 3. The EV-Pp

with the minimum distance is returned as the most suitable EV-P, thanks
to the minimum energy consumed on-the-move (line 6). At line 7, the GC
matches EV-Pp as the result of V2V-Pair for EVr. This pair matching result
is replied to EVr and EV-Ps to ensure the stability of V2V-Pair matching.

4.1.2. V2V Charging Process

Lines from 2 to 13 in Algorithm 2 process PL local charging occupation
status. If there is no converter at the PL currently occupied by V2V-Pairs,
the current time in the network (Tcur) will be added to LIST with Nslot time
at line 3. It indicates all converters (with number of Nslot) are available
from Tcur. Here, LIST represents the available V2V charging time at each
converter.

If there is EV (EVn) in the queue of charging EVs at PL (NC), the
charging finish time of its V2V-Pair (T finpair(n)

) will be added into LIST at line

6. This represents the converter is occupied by a V2V-Pair till T finpair(n)
. It

should be noted that the calculation of T finpair(n)
includes two cases:

• If the EV-C in a V2V-Pair can be fully charged, as the condition ((Tcur+
T chapair(n)

) ≤ (T arrpair(n)
+ Dev)), T

fin
pair(n)

is given as the fully charging time

of V2V-Pair (T chapair(n)
+ Tcur).

• If the EV-C in a V2V-Pair cannot be fully charged, T finpair(n)
is calculate

as the V2V-Pair’s departure deadline (T arrpair(n)
+ Dev). Then the V2V-

Pair has to leave the PL at the upper limit of parking duration.
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Algorithm 2 V2V Charging of Local V2V-Pairs

1: for each PL in NPL do
2: if no EV is under charging then
3: add Tcur in LIST with Nslot times
4: end if
5: for (n = 1; n ≤ NC ; n+ +) do

6: LIST.ADD(T finpair(n)
)

7: end for
8: if (NC < Nslot) then
9: for (m = 1;m ≤ (Nslot −NC);m+ +) do

10: LIST.ADD(Tcur)
11: end for
12: end if
13: refine LIST with ascending order
14: sort the queue of NW
15: if contains EVs waiting for charging then
16: for (i = 1; i ≤ NW ; i+ +) do

17: replace the LIST.GET(0) with T finpair(i)

18: refine LIST with ascending order
19: remove EVi from the queue of NW
20: end for
21: end if
22: if no EV’s reservation for charging then
23: Ereqev(r)

= Emaxev(r)
− Ecurev(r)

− Etraev(r)
24: T chapair(r)

=
Ereq

ev(r)

P cha

25: if ((T chapair(r)
+ LIST.GET(0)) < (Dev + T arrpair(r)

)) then

26: Echaev(r)
= Ereqev(r)

27: else
28: Echaev(r)

= (Dev + T arrpair(r)
− LIST.GET(0)) ∗ P cha

29: end if
30: if (T arrpair(r)

<LIST.GET(0)) then

31: Twaitpair(r)
=LIST.GET(0) −T arrpair(r)

32: else
33: Twaitpair(r)

= 0

34: end if
35: calculate CostPLev(r)
36: return CostPLev(r)
37: else
38: return Algorithm 3 with input LIST
39: end if
40: end for
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T arrpair(n)
=

{
T arrev−p(n)

if (T arrev(n)
≤ T arrev−p(n)

)

T arrev(n)
else

(6)

Here, the arrival time of a V2V-Pair depends on the pair with later arrival
time. Due to the difference in arrival times of EV-C and EV-P as V2V-Pair,
EVs inevitably incur extra waiting time at PLs, and this would cause those
EVs in the queue of NW to wait.

To ensure LIST is with the earliest available charging time, it is sorted
in ascending order at line 13. Lines from 14 to 21 process EV (EVi) in the
queue of NW (EVs waiting to be charged). The for-loop from lines 16 to 20
updates the LIST by scheduling converters occupation of waiting V2V-Pair of
EVi. Line 17 replaces LIST.GET(0) with T finpair(i)

to indicate the first available

converter would be occupied by EVi until T finpair(i)
. Then LIST is sorted in

ascending order at line 18 to make sure that LIST.GET(0) remains the first
available charging time among converters. EVi that has been scheduled is
removed from NW at line 19. Subsequently, the remaining EVs in the queue
of NW , continue to be scheduled for V2V charging until all EVs in the queue
of NW have been ordered.

Based on whether the PL has V2V charging reservations, Algorithm 2 is
divided into two cases:

• Case 1 - No Reservation: If the PL has not been reserved, LIST.GET(0)
becomes the first available V2V charging time, after the scheduling of
NC and NW queues. The charging cost for V2V charging through this
PL can be calculated at line 35.

• Case 2 - With Reservation: If the PL has been reserved, then
LIST is passed to Algorithm 3 for V2V charging scheduling with the
reservation queue NR at line 38.

4.1.3. Case 1 - No Reservation

At line 23 in Algorithm 2, the V2V charging energy requirement of EVr

(Ereq
ev(r)

) is calculated. Considering whether the EVr can be fully charged, the

actual charging energy (Echa
ev(r)

) is calculated between lines 24 and 28. If EVr

can be fully charged, Echa
ev(r)

is equal to Ereq
ev(r)

at line 26. Conversely, at line 28,

Echa
ev(r)

is calculated as the product of its actual charging time and charging

power at the PL ((Dev + T arrpair(r)
−LIST.GET(0)) ∗ P cha).
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Lines from 30 to 34 calculate the charging waiting time (Twaitpair(r)
). If the

V2V-Pair of EVr arrives earlier than the earliest available charging converter
(T arrpair(r)

<LIST.GET(0)), Twaitpair(r)
is calculated as (LIST.GET(0) −T arrpair(r)

).

Otherwise, Twaitpair(r)
equals 0, which means that EVr is able to directly receive

V2V charging upon its arrival.
As core parameters (Ereq

ev(r)
, Echa

ev(r)
and Twaitpair(r)

) for calculating the charging

cost have been obtained, Algorithm 2 calculates the charging cost at the PL
at line 35. The charging cost calculation is detailed in section 3.2. Line 36
returns the charging cost for EVr to charge at the PL (CostPLev(r)

). This charg-

ing cost is then aggregated to further determine the optimal V2V charging
PL.

Algorithm 3 V2V Charging of Reservation V2V-Pairs 〈LIST〉
1: add EVr into the queue of NR
2: sort the queue of NR
3: for (j = 1; j ≤ NR; j + +) do
4: if EVr equals to EVj then
5: break
6: else
7: if ((T chapair(j)

+ LIST.GET(0)) < (Dev + T arrpair(j)
)) then

8: T finpair(j)
= T chapair(j)

+LIST.GET(0)

9: else
10: T finpair(j)

= Dev + T arrpair(j)

11: end if
12: replace the LIST.GET(0) with T finpair(j)

13: sort LIST in ascending order
14: remove EVj from the queue of NR
15: end if
16: end for
17: calculate CostPLev(r)
18: return CostPLev(r)

4.1.4. Case 2 - With Reservation

If a PL receives V2V charging reservations (at line 37 in Algorithm 2),
it is necessary to sort the charging scheduling of other EVs (and their corre-
sponding V2V-Pairs) in the queue of NR with EVr. Thus, at line 38, LIST
is passed to Algorithm 3 for further V2V charging scheduling and charging
cost calculation.
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In Algorithm 3, EVr is added into the queue of NR at line 1. EV (EVj) in
the queue ofNR is sorted in ascending order. This is to ensure EVj can receive
V2V charging in the order of their arrival time. The for-loop operation from
lines 3 to 16 schedules the V2V charging of EVj in NR. At line 5, the for-loop
would break if EVj in that loop is equal to EVr. Otherwise, EVj would charge

prior to EVr. T
fin
pair(j)

is calculated separately at lines 8 and 10, corresponding

to the fully charged and not fully charged cases. Then LIST.GET(0) is
replaced by T finpair(j)

, meaning that the earliest available converter is occupied

by the V2V-Pair of EVj till its charging finished. EVj been scheduled is
removed from NR at line 14.

When the for-loop is finished, parameters for EVr to charge at that PL
(Ereq

ev(r)
, Echa

ev(r)
and Twaitpair(r)

) can be calculated. With above parameters, Algo-

rithm 3 calculates CostPLev(r)
at line 17 and outputs this value as the charging

cost of EVr to have V2V charging at this PL.

4.2. CS Charging Mode

In Algorithm 4, a global for-loop traverses all CSs in the charging network,
to obtain the charging cost at each CS under the CS charging mode. Such
process is demonstrated in Fig.4(a).

The EVs under charging is characterized in the queue of NC . Here, Tcur
will be added into the LIST with Nslot times to indicate that all slots are
available from Tcur. Lines from 5 to 7 update the LIST by traversing charging
service of EVn (EV in the queue of NC). T finev(n) is added into LIST at line

6 to indicate that a charging slot is providing service to EVn until T finev(n).
Lines between 8 and 12 consider the situation that not all charging slots are
occupied, Tcur will be added to the LIST with (Nslot −NC) times. Followed
by lines 13 and 14, Algorithm 4 schedules the LIST in ascending order.

Lines from 14 to 21 process EVs parked at the CS waiting for charging.
To obtain the occupation status of converters, EVi in the queue of NW is
calculated. For each EVi, its T finev(i)

would replace LIST.GET(0) to indicate

its occupancy status for the charging slot. Then LIST is sorted in ascending
order at line 18, to make sure that LIST.GET(0) remains the first available
charging time among converters. EVi that has been scheduled is removed
from NW at line 19. Those EVs not been removed, continue to be scheduled
until they have been ordered.

If the CS has no charging reservation received, EVr is scheduled with the
top charging order after EVi been charged. The charging cost (CostCSev(r)

)
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Algorithm 4 CS Charging of Local EV-Cs

1: for each CS in NCS do
2: if no EV is under charging then
3: add Tcur in LIST with Nslot times
4: end if
5: for (n = 1;n ≤ NC ;n+ +) do

6: LIST.ADD(T finev(n))

7: end for
8: if (NC < Nslot) then
9: for (m = 1;m ≤ (Nslot −NC);m+ +) do

10: LIST.ADD(Tcur)
11: end for
12: end if
13: refine LIST with ascending order
14: sort the queue of NW
15: if contains EVs waiting for charging then
16: for (i = 1; i ≤ NW ; i+ +) do
17: replace the LIST.GET(0) with T finev(i)

18: refine LIST with ascending order
19: remove EVi from the queue of NW
20: end for
21: end if
22: if no EV’s reservation for charging then
23: calculate CostCSev(r)
24: return CostCSev(r)
25: else
26: add EVr into the queue of NR
27: sort the queue of NR
28: for (j = 1; j ≤ NR; j + +) do
29: if EVr equals to EVj then
30: break
31: else
32: replace the LIST.GET(0) with T finev(j)

33: sort LIST in ascending order
34: remove EVj from the queue of NR
35: end if
36: end for
37: calculate CostCSev(r)
38: return CostCSev(r)
39: end if
40: end for
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of EVr at this CS can be calculated at line 23. This CostCSev(r)
is return for

the global hybrid charging decision making. Lines from 25 to 38 consider
the condition that this CS has charging reservation received. If EVj (the
EV in the queue of NR being processed in current loop operation) is the
EVr. This implies that EVr is able to be charged upon its arrival. If not,
EVj’s charging finish time T finev(j)

will take place LIST.GET(0). Then LIST

is sorted in ascending order and EVj that has been scheduled is removed
from NR. Once EVr has been determined its charging order, CostCSev(r)

can

be calculated. Such CostCSev(r)
is returned to Algorithm 5 at line 38 for final

charging decision making.

Algorithm 5 Global Hybrid Charging Decision Making

1: for ∀lpl ∈ NPL do
2: calculate CostPLev(r) via Algorithm 2 and 3

3: end for
4: Costoptpl ← arg min(CostPLev(r))

5: for ∀lcs ∈ NCS do
6: calculate CostCSev(r) via Algorithm 4

7: end for
8: Costoptcs ← arg min(CostCSev(r))

9: if Costoptpl < Costoptcs then

10: return lminpl

11: else
12: return lmincs

13: end if

4.3. Global Hybrid Charging Decision

In order to serve EVs with desire QoE, in Algorithm 5, the GC aggregates
CostΦev via Algorithm 2, 3 and 4, and determines the global hybrid charg-
ing decision selection. Here, the process of Algorithm 5 is demonstrated in
Fig.4(b).

The for-loop from lines 1 to 3 traverses all PLs in the charging network
to calculates their CostPLev(r)

. Then the PL with the lowest CostPLev(r)
would be

selected as optimal V2V charging selection. This PL-Selection determines
the minimum charging cost (Costoptpl ) under V2V charging mode.

All CSs in the charging network are traversed between lines 5 and 8. Their
charging cost (CostCSev(r)

) are calculated. The CS with the lowest Costoptcs will

be determined as CS-Selection for global hybrid selection at line 8.
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Based on the minimized charging cost, the optimal PL-Selection and CS-
Selection are identified at line 5 and line 8 respectively, which takes into
account the charging price, the charging waiting time and the actual charged
energy. Therefore, if the condition (Costoptpl < Costoptcs ) holds, the optimal

PL (lminpl ) will be recommended for EVr as its allocated charging decision;
Otherwise, the optimal CS (lmincs ) will be recommended for EVr.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Configuration

(a) Google Map of Helsinki
City
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(b) Deployment of CSs/PLs

Fig. 5. Simulation Scenario

The Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) [43] is applied to simu-
late EV charging network scenario. In Fig.5(b), the simulation demonstrates
the urban area of Helsinki city (Fig.5(a)) with a 4500×3400 m2 scenario. 24
PLs are geographically deployed in the urban area and each PL is equipped
with 4 DC-DC converters. The DC-DC converter allows charging for a V2V-
Pair with an energy transfer power of 15 kW. Meanwhile, 5 CSs are deployed
in this urban scenario, and each is provided with 4 charging slots using the
fast charging power of 52 kW. The benchmark price in the network is set as
plug-in charging price with €0.25 /kWh [44]. To represent the price variation
of V2V charging and the impact of PL availability on the price, we introduce
a grading price in simulation as listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. V2V Charging price at PL (€/kWh)

Urban Areas Suburban Areas
All Converters Available 0.10 0.12
Half Converters Available 0.15 0.16
All Converters Occupied 0.20 0.20

EVs in the scenario are divided into three types, with the following con-
figuration: Maximum Electricity Capacity (MEC), Max Travelling Distance
(MTD), Average Energy Consumption (AEC) and SOC threshold. Table 3
lists configuration of EVs.

Table 3. EV configuration

Coda [45] Wheego whip [46] BlueOn[47]
MEC (kWh) 33.8 30.0 16.4
MTD (km) 193 161 140

AEC (kWh/km) 0.1751 0.1863 0.1171
SOC threshold 30% 40% 50%

EV-C battery is with full volume at the beginning. Meanwhile, the num-
ber of EV-Ps is set as the same number of EV-Cs (to ensure stable V2V-Pair
matching). EV-Ps are set to have enough energy to provide multiple V2V
charging service, thus they don’t require intermediate charging.

EVs are with moving speed from 30 to 50 km/h, to reflect situation of
roads and traffic. Here, destinations of EVs are set randomly. If the SOC
of an EV-C is below the threshold, it sends charging request to the GC for
charging decision. When the EV receives CS/PL-Selection and confirms the
charging reservation, it travels to the selected CS/PL along the Helsinki city
road topology. The real-time location and energy information of EVs are
updated at a frequency of 0.1s. The simulation lasts for a duration of 12
hours.

5.2. Comparison Configuration

A hybrid charging management scheme is proposed in this paper. The
following charging schemes are evaluated for comparison:
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• Reservation-based Hybrid Charging Management (R-Hyb):
The proposed scheme with hybrid charging management that selects
the CS/PL with the minimized charging cost, with reservation.

• Hybrid Charging Management without Reservation (Hyb):
The benchmark scheme with hybrid charging management that selects
the CS/PL with the minimized charging cost, without reservation.

We evaluate two other schemes under single plug-in or V2V mode.

• Reservation-based V2V Charging (R-V2V) [14]: Literature work
applies the V2V charging mode with reservation. The GC allocates
V2V-Pairs to the PL with the earliest available charging time.

• Reservation-based plug-in Charging (R-CS) [33]: Literature work
applies the plug-in charging mode with reservation. The GC allocates
EVs to the CS with the earliest available charging time.

The following performance metrics are evaluated:

• Average Charging Price per unit (ACP): It indicates the average
charging price of EV-Cs charged at CS/PL.

• Average Waiting Time (AWT): It indicates the average waiting
time for EV-Cs between they arrive at CS/PL and receive charging
service.

• Average Energy Charging (AEC): It indicates the average energy
of EV-Cs charged per charging service.

• Charging Cost: It indicates the average charging cost of each EV
during the entire duration of simulation. Here, lower charging cost
refers better QoE.

5.3. Influence of Parking Duration

In the first group of simulations, we set the EV density to 150 (including
150 EV-Cs and 150 EV-Ps) and observe the influence of parking duration.

R-Hyb scheme achieves a shorter AWT comparing with Hyb scheme in
Fig.6(a). As the parking duration increases, there is a significant increase
of AWT under both hybrid modes. Since charging cost is considered, the
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increase of parking duration means that hybrid modes accept a longer waiting
time in exchange for sufficient charging energy (ωλ = 0.5396).

Due to the high coefficients of charging energy, R-Hyb scheme achieves the
highest AEC. Meanwhile, when the parking duration increases in Fig.6(b),
AEC under R-Hyb scheme has the most significant increment. Hyb scheme
suffers with a lower AEC than that of R-Hyb scheme by 14%, due to the lack
of a priori information. In Fig.6(c), R-V2V scheme achieves the lowest ACP
as it only allows V2V charging (with a lower charging price). The ACP under
R-CS scheme, on the other hand, is fixed at €0.25 /kWh. The ACP of R-
Hyb and Hyb schemes are concentrated around €0.2 /kWh. This is because
their optimization jointly consider both charging modes. In addition, parking
duration have low influence on the ACP, as the coefficients of charging price
is low (ωε = 0.1634).

The charging cost of EVs is illustrated in Fig.6(d). Here, the charging
cost of R-Hyb scheme decreases when the parking duration increases. Mean-
while, R-Hyb scheme achieves the lowest charging cost. The improvement in
charging cost for R-Hyb compared to Hyb is about 33%. The improvement
in charging cost for R-Hyb compared to R-V2V is about 65%, which is most
significant when the parking duration is short (meaning higher charging con-
gestion). This indicates that R-Hyb scheme ensures EV-Cs receiving services
with high QoE, thanks to the consideration of hybrid charging mode, as well
as charging reservation.

5.4. Influence of EV Density

In the second group of simulations, we set the parking duration to 2200s
and observe the influence of EV density.

In Fig.7(a), R-CS scheme achieves the shortest AWT above all schemes.
However, it is worth noting that there is a significant increase in AWT of R-
CS scheme when the number of EVs increases. This reflects that, limited by
the rigid deployment of CSs, R-CS scheme can not avoid charging congestion
when it faces with large concurrent charging requests. In comparison, R-Hyb
scheme maintains a lower level of AWT when the number of EVs increases.

As the number of EVs increases, AEC under each of the schemes decreases
(Fig.7(b)). Here, R-Hyb achieves the highest AEC due to the introduction of
charging cost as an optimization objective. Meanwhile, R-Hyb scheme con-
siders hybrid charging, thus allowing for a maximized utilization of charging
resources. As R-Hyb avoids allocating EVs to CSs/PLs with high charging
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congestion and considers hybrid charging, it helps R-Hyb scheme to maxi-
mized utilize charging resources. This results in that the ACP under R-Hyb
scheme decreases even when the number of EVs increases (Fig.7(c)).

In Fig.7(d), both R-CS and R-V2V schemes have significant increase in
charging cost when the number of EVs increases, which means that the QoE
of EV charging can not be guaranteed. This is due to a longer charging
waiting time caused by charging congestion. However, R-Hyb scheme still
achieves the lowest charging cost, due to the consideration of hybrid charging
and charging reservation. Even if the number of EVs increases significantly,
the increase in charging cost under R-Hyb is about only 3%. This refers
that R-Hyb can guarantee QoE by flexibly utilizing charging resources in the
network.

5.5. Influence of AHP Coefficients Weight
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Fig. 8. Influence of AHP Coefficients Weighting

In Eq.(5), the coefficient weight in the judgement matrix is assigned ac-
cording to AHP. Due to that the coefficient of charging energy (ωλ = 0.5396)
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is the highest, AEC among all metrics varies the most significant. Therefore,
in this group of simulation, we adjust the weight of each coefficient. Here,
the parking duration is set to 2200s and the number of EVs is set to 150.
The results of changing weight for ωγ, ωε and ωλ respectively are shown in
Fig.7(a-c). This is to see how each coefficient has an effect on performance
metrics under different levels of weight.

In Fig.8(a), ωε is set to 0.5396, 0.2970 and 0.1634 respectively. The
results reflect that AWT of R-Hyb increases as ωε decreases. When ωε is
0.5396, both hybrid schemes achieve lower AWT than R-V2V scheme, while
still higher than R-CS scheme. However, Hyb scheme suffers a higher AWT
comparing with R-Hyb scheme, which reflects the importance of reservation.
In Fig.8(b), ωλ is changed. It should be noted that AEC under R-Hyb is
even lower than that under R-V2V scheme, when ωλ is set to 0.1634. This
reflects the importance of individual coefficient weight settings. Meanwhile,
in Fig.8(c), ACP under R-Hyb is the lowest when the weight of ωγ is the
highest.

In Fig.8(d), results show charging cost when each coefficient is set with the
highest weight priority. Here, the density of EVs and the parking duration
are set same. When ωλ’s weight is set as the highest (ωλ = 0.5396), the
charging cost of all schemes are at the lowest level. This illustrates the
improvement of overall EV charging QoE when charging energy is given
priority. Nevertheless, for the purpose of optimizing EV charging, coefficient
weights could be adjusted by EV charging network operators to suit different
charging scenarios.

5.6. Distribution of Charging at CSs/PLs

Fig.9(a) illustrates the charging distribution at different CSs/PLs under
R-Hyb and Hyb schemes. Here, the simulation is set with 150 EVs and 2200s
parking duration.

An even distribution among CSs/PLs could maximize the utilization of
charging resources. As Hyb scheme makes charging decision without reserva-
tion, CSs/PLs in urban centre would be selected frequently. This inevitably
causes charging congestion and reduces the QoE of EV drivers. However,
R-Hyb scheme ensures a relatively even distribution of charging among all
CSs/PLs. This reflects that R-Hyb makes better utilization of charging re-
sources in the network. When the charging network is faced with a large
number of concurrent EV charging requests, R-Hyb can still guarantee a
high QoE.
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(a) Distribution

Fig. 9. Distribution of Charging at CSs/PLs

6. Conclusion

Currently, a single charging mode cannot handle a large number of con-
current EVs charging requests. Therefore, we propose a hybrid charging
management scheme to flexibly utilise both plug-in charging and V2V charg-
ing modes. To improve the QoE of EV charging, the proposed hybrid man-
agement introduces a charging cost based on a collaborative optimization of
price-time-energy dimensions. When determining the charging allocation for
EVs, the proposed hybrid management selects the CS/PL with the lowest
charging cost. Considering the high mobility of EVs, the hybrid charging
management further introduces charging reservation. This allows a more ac-
curate assessment of charging availability of each CS/PL, to make optimal
utilization of charging resources in the network. In this paper, a EV charging
network is simulated under Helsinki urban scenario. The results show that
the proposed reservation-based hybrid scheme can effectively improve the EV
charging QoE, with higher charging energy, lower charging waiting times and
charging price.
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